$5,000 – Event Sponsor
- Prominent logo placement on Western Sustainability Exchange (WSE) promotional materials for Harvest Celebration
- Prominent logo placement and link on the WSE Harvest Celebration webpage
- Prominent logo placement and special thanks in Harvest Celebration Program and Menu
- Logo and link in WSE electronic communications (2,000+ person newsletter)
- Podium recognition and thanks
- Prominent logo placement on entrance and podium placards
- Reserved table for eight at Harvest Celebration (value of $1,200)

$2,500 – Wine Sponsor
- Logo on table signage as Wine Sponsor
- Logo on Harvest Celebration webpage
- Logo on bottles of wine at each table
- Logo and special thanks in Harvest Celebration Program and Menu
- Reserved table for eight at Harvest Celebration

$2,000 – Dessert Sponsor
- Logo on the dessert table
- Logo on Harvest Celebration web page
- Logo and special thanks in Harvest Celebration Program and Menu
- Reserved table for eight at Harvest Celebration

$1,500 – Table Sponsor
- Reserved table for eight at Harvest Celebration
- Logo displayed prominently on table sign

$750 – Chefs and Producers Reception Sponsor
- Special recognition on reception placard
- Logo in Harvest Celebration Program and Menu
- Two tickets to HC ($300 Value)

$500 – Grocery Sponsor (Help us provide the extra supplies the chefs need for this fabulous dinner!)
- One ticket to HC ($150 Value)
- Logo in Harvest Celebration Program and Menu

$300 – Veggie Sponsor (Help us provide the regeneratively produced vegetables for Harvest celebration entrees)
- One ticket to Harvest Celebration ($150 Value)
- Logo in Harvest Celebration Program and Menu